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Members
Les and ~osemary Groube, both past secretaries or the Societv
to which they devoted much time and effort, have left
Auckland to take un a teaching position on the Ea~t Coast.
Another committee member, ~ave Simmons, has taken a uosition
at the Otago ~.!use 11m. ':':e are so rry to lose theRe members,
and wiRh them wP.11 in the future.
'.'lilfred Sha...:cross and Kath Clemo-w were married recently. To
then we exte~d our congratulations and b est wishes.

ARCHAEOLUGICAL INFERENCE
P . Riddick

In archaeology, more so than in other sciences, ~here
investigation does not entail destruction of the raw dAtA,
the excavator has a duty to extract the maxi~um information
from any given site. An area once dug can tell us no more.
The information that a dig can give is limited by two
factors, the kind of questions which the investigator wishes
to examine, and his ingenuity in finding ways of answering
these questions. If one ia, for exam~le, interested in the
diet of na dwellers ·one could investigate renresentative
samnles Of midden material and cocrroare the nrouortions of
shells of different s~ecies found there with those of nresentday SanMles taken from the regions from which the fish are
believed to have come : only if there is a reliable difference
between the two is one entitled to make any supnositions
about dietary ureferences, climatic change or the like, in
the absence of . inde':>endent evidence. Or, if it is believed
that a site r.as abandoned because of increasing scarci t~r of
.food, one coul d take sarn-.,les at suitable intervals throughout

a bed of midden mat~rial and comuare, say, size of shells of
the same species throughout the sequence. One needs, or
course, all the relevent information that can be obtained:
the climatologist and geologist can perha~s n rovide information about climatic or geological change such as a change
in the course of a river: but the point is that these
questions .£.fill be examined objectively.

-

Archaeology is in rather a dit'i"erent position from the
experimental sciences, in that exp.erimental method cannot be
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employed in the usual way. Theories are not directly testable
by exneriment, and the usual rule of an experimenter setting
u~ Rnd manipulati!'lS his experimental and control groun cannot
a~~ly.
Nonetheless, as we have seen, there are some situations ,,h.e re the archaeologist is abl e to make some sort of
e x9mination of a hY"9othesis, provided that the hypothesis is
examined in a critical fashion by a ~orker who has some
familiarity with the urinciryles behind elementary statisti cal
inference. The puI"">ose of this note is to show, in an
archaeological context, how this is possible.

~

The archaeologist deals with end products of process es
which, being unable to observe directly, he must infer, end
the occurence of which he cannot control. ''Proving•t a theory
is here equivalent to finding no discrepancies between predicted and actual effects of the process.
Before proceeding, it will be necessary to explain what
is meant by "·experimental" end "control" groups. An exne1•imental group is one which has been subjected to some process
which will, it is hy'[)othesised, produce a reliable and measurable change in some characteristic of the grnup: a control
group is one which has not experienced this process. In its
simplest case, the paradigm is tnus:Experimental
g r oup (E)

Measurement
El

Control
group (c)

Measurement
Cl

Apply procedure

x

Measurement
S2

Measurement
C2

The two groups E and C are ~reviously arranged to be as
equivalent ea possible. The difference, if any, between E2
and C2 can then be said to be due to experience of ~ which
is the only systematic way in which the two grou~s differ:
if there is no reliable difference, X can be said to have no
effect. The relevance that this model has for the archaeologist is that the conditions have been set ITT> in the ~ast,
and it is one ~art of the archaeologlst's job to mnke- use of
them. The archaeologist who sets up a hypothesis should
realise that by its nature, it is tentative, and examine it
critically for ways of disproving it.
An example of the type of ? I'Oblem referred to may help
to make the point clear. Hunt 1 reT)orte that at Tamahere £,a
four hut sites had "no vegetati o!l gro'Wing in them even though
acacias were growing thickly right u~ to their edges ••••
Our excavations revealed that fern had been used almo st exclusively for bedding •••• One member subsequently ~ut forward the theo ry that the fern had made the hut sites too
acid for acacias which •••• dislike an acid soil. Soil

...
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semules were accordingly tak~ a~ ~al"ioue levels end subsequent tests revealed the PH count (sic) of one sample to be
~.9 and o~ the other 5.5.
aoth thus show a fairly high actd1 ty end would sup!Jort the theory that had been propounded. "
The central idea is that the soil within the hut sites
is too acid for acacias. Ho~ever, before one is entitled to
say this, one mus t show that the soil where they will grow
is, in fact , less acid. In terms of the ~aradigm:E

grou~

C group

i!easurement El
(PH inside living site be.fore
site 11 ved on)
Measurement Cl
(PH outside living site before
site 11ved on)

Procedure X
(JJeing lived
on)

Measurement E2
(PH inside living
site after ei te
lived on)
Measurement C2
(PHouteide living
site after site
lived on)

Measurements E2 and C2 are, of course, the only ones
availabl·e to the archaeologist.
It can be seen tha t we are able to test the hypothesis
that the use of bracken has acidified the soil because we do
have a control: an area which has not been subjected to the
p rocess which has prevented the growth of vegetation inside
the hut sites. We can use the information which this will
give us sim~ly by sampling the areas around, as well as
within, the hut sites.
If we take these two uarallel series of sanroles from
within and without the hut . si~es we will find, if we measure
each member of each set, that each set tends to grouu itself
about a mean or avera~e val ue, wi th a certain s~read. among
the values. The means of the two sets will also differ. It
is by col'IT!_)aring the difference between groups with the varia-bility within groups that one can assess the stability of
this difference. If the difference is likely to arise by
chance, one can say that the difference is not significant,
and that the exnerimental treatment X oroduced no e1'feet: if
the difference is sut'ficiently large, the treatment mey be

to have produced a real effect. If there is no effect
the hY'9othesis must be re-examined. For instance, in our case
it is conceivable that habitation could compact the floor of
the hut sui'ficiently to make it unattractive to plants.
~aid

-

The '!)oint is that only by making comparison meRsuremente
1 s one meaningfully able to place one grou? ae high and
another as lov:. We do not knor., and we are not told, what
the basis was f'or describing Plfs or 4. 9 and 5. 5 as "fairly
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high acidity'': until 11e do lmo11, there is the -poseibili tythat another 1t0rker, given the same data, might describe these
values as showing low acidity.
Th.e re is here an imr>lied control grou-p \"hich does not in
fact exist. It is by making this g rou-p e real1 ty that the.
archaeologist will reduce his chance~ of 1:iieleedi!'lg hims~l .::
end others.
Heference
(l) liunt C.G. 1961. "Tamahere Pa". N. Z.Arch. Assn. N§1!sletter
Vol. 4. No.2.p9-12.

OBSIDIAN

ITS APPLICATION TO ARCHAEOLOGY.
By R.C. Green

'lhe Decemoer l9G6 issue of this He·nsletter carried an
a;:>?e1:Jl to ~.e nbero of the Association for obsidian flakes
f::-o::i a::-chaeolop;ical sites for study. The res:>onse then was
gratif;ring end allowe:i the study to commence. Again, ~owever,
I issue the same &?-peal, for our collections are still inadequate for solving fully the ?roblems encountered. At the
.Uermrtment of Anthropology of the Universi ty of .Auekl and 'Ke
are endeavourin~ gradually to build obsidian collections
from every source and sa~ole collections of ~aste flakes
from fully do cumented and adequatelz recorded archaeological
oi tes. I emphasise the nee<!. for sarn"'!"lles, not one or two
scattered surfoce flakes, and for adequate recqrding, because
~ithout this information, the material has little or no value.
Eventually we hope to have materials which \'l'ill be adequate
for investigation of the two goals discus sed more fully below.
In the 1958 article it was noted that several American
scientists, while investigating the nature of obsidian, had
b ecome interested in its pro?erties as a dating tool for the
archaeologist. They have since ~ublished their results. 1 In
addition, an archaeologist, using their methods, made a d~
tailed analysis of obsidian in central Californian sites.~

